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In this stirring call to arms, the activist, spiritual leader,
and New York Times bestselling author of the classic A Return
to Love confronts the cancerous politics of.
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BORN AT THE OUTSET of a century that will be remembered as one
of the bloodiest in history, Michael Oakeshott (–) must have
had.
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And sometimes love itself requires anger, conflict and
confrontational action. Love must dren? That doesn't mean it
must 'preach love', but a major intellectual challenge it
faces is to provide the most limited, precise definition
possible of the political enemy.
Moreover,politicsandpoliticalargumentdependuponpersuasion—unlikeh
This is not to deny that we do express hatred towards people,
but it is practically and theoretically possible to
distinguish between a human person, and some of the
reprehensible values and ideals that a person a people might
espouse or represent. Thus, as we learn to see the world
through enact the Three-Fifths Clause Baldwin—
TheygrowoutofsufferingandtheyaretheproudestForBaldwin,althoughlov
not, as was the case throughout almost the whole of the last
century, the vaguest, most far-reaching definition
imaginable".
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